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Today, many different reference guides are used by leasing companies throughout
Europe, some with more precision and transparency for the different actors than others.
A standard European reference is crucial to harmonize and build the trust necessary for
the leasing business, from the rental of the vehicle, through the end of its leasing life, to
its resale.
With this in mind, CARA, the Car Remarketing Association, wishes to create a document
that spreads a standard for end-of-lease return assessments, one that is recognized
globally and accessible to all. The goal is to allow a clear understanding of the impacts
involved, for all stakeholders, be they professional or personal.
In particular, we wish to bring a consensual framework to the end-of-lease return processes
that are common and shared by all stakeholders, in a simple and transparent manner.
The end-of-lease return is a crucial moment in the life cycle of a vehicle for renters and
for leasing companies. The assessment of the vehicle allow the driver, or renter, to know
if any repair costs will be charged, to whom, and why. The assessment also lets leasing
companies know the condition of the vehicle being returned, thus allowing for a more
accurate estimate of the vehicle’s value.
This document is not just a technical manual for inspectors or for representatives from
leasing companies, but also for anyone who has a rental or leased car and wishes
to understand the processes, restrictions and conditions of an end-of-lease return
assessment.
No engine check is described regardless of the vehicle’s energy.
Underbody checks aren’t described and must be defined according to contractual needs.

A. Introduction
1. What is CARA
In summer 2015, CARA the Car Remarketing Association Europe was found. CARA is created as a
non-profit association to support the used car market. Our members coming from car manufactures,
Fleet management and leasing companies, car auction organizations and car service and car date
provider with a big footprint in the European market. Furthermore we have support partners who
have a big interest in our activities, like used car dealers, car brokers or similar.
We would like to been seen as an independent source in the European Car Remarketing world.
In other words, a common voice towards the market, partners and suppliers, we support industry
standard, harmonize processes, without interfering in companies policies.
The two main topics we are working on is:
1. Support “correct mileage reading”, this is a hot item, heavily supported by the European
Parliament and local Governments.
2. “Transport solution” transporting vehicles throughout Europe can be a risk, especially on VAT. To
minimize the risk, we are working with the all relevant partners on a harmonize and less risk standard
solution.
Last but not least, the European fair wear & tear reference guide, to make it fair and transparent, in a
harmonized way. This can and will help the market to a United Europe in the used car market place.
With our new website www.cara-europe.org, we inform the market about news, developments and
trends. Questions can be raised, new contacts can be found, a perfect communication platform.
Are you interested to join, please visit our website, a European Car Remarketing Association to
speak to the market, partners and suppliers with a common voice.
CARA is a non-profit organization established by key players in the used car market industry.
The members of the association are from Europe and consist of:
Car manufacturers in the Automotive Industry;
n Fleet Management & Car Leasing Companies;
n Used Car Auction Companies;
n Used Car Data Providers;
n Used Car Service Providers;
n Companies that are active in the Car Remarketing Industry
n

2. Car Remarketing Association Europe Objectives
We focus on all aspects and procedures related to the Car Remarketing industry.
Some of our main objectives include:
Certification of the end-of-lease process;
n European export guidelines (legal & tax);
n International logistics approach (risk minimisation);
n

Clean mileage information;
n And many more.
n

To conclude, our objective is to cover and present all aspects and procedures related
to the Car Remarketing industry.

B. Return Conditions
The verification conditions below are given as basic examples, the list is not exhaustive. They must
be specified and detailed by the leasing company for renters.
The vehicles must be returned stripped of any personal data, such as phone links or destinations on
GPS navigation.

1. Registration number documents (V5;Zul I,II;…)

2. Original removable equipment
Presence, conformity, operating state, Main key(card) and spare key(card) must be returned with vehicle.

Visual inspection of condition
operated without dismantling.
Functio nal tests, without load.

B. Return Conditions
3. Up-to-date maintenance

Recall campaigns and maintenance required by the manufacturer must have been completed.

4. State of cleanliness allowing an inspection

C. “Fair wear and tear” guidelines
These guidelines define the terms and conditions for carrying out a technical assessment of a used
vehicle. See illustration of normal vehicle wear and damage to the standard condition of the vehicle.

1.0 Is it usual wear or is it damage ?
Damage is considered to be physical harm that impairs the value, usefulness, or normal function
of the vehicle. Fair wear is impairment of the original aspect, caused by correct use of the vehicle,
even intensive use. Any original features that do not work properly, or do not work at all, cannot be
considered fair wear.

2.0 How can we check the body parts?
How can we find defects on the vehicle’s surface?
By using different points of view to detect and to estimate:

To detect

To detect

To estimate

C. “Fair wear and tear” guidelines
2.1-Body
Threshold acceptance by body panel. All rusty defects will not be accepted.

Stone chips

Up to 10 stones chips Ø 3mm or less

More than 10 Stones chips or several concentrated or rusty

Scratches

2 scratches of 10 cm length or less

More than 2 scratches by body panel or longer 10 cm

C. “Fair wear and tear” guidelines
Dents

3 dents without paint defects and a diameter smaller than the size of a 2€ coin

Dent larger than a 2€ coin in diameter, or several dents, or dented and scratched parts

2.2 Bumper
Bumpers are more exposed to potential defects, they have to be looked globally.
Therefore, the threshold acceptance for defects is higher than for body panels.

Unpainted Bumpers

Scratches covered by A5 format or less

RMAT
A5 FO
m
210 m
148 x

Scratches on bumpers over A5 format

C. “Fair wear and tear” guidelines

Painted bumper

2 scratches of 10 cm length or less

More than 2 scratches or one longer
than 10 cm

All bumper

Cracks or breaks of all sizes

2.3 Glass parts
Windscreen
Windscreen parts must be considered apart from other glass parts.
Repairs of impact are possible except when in the driver’s line of sight or too close of edge of
windscreen. The driver’s line of sight is the gray surface in the axis of the steering wheel shown in the
drawing below.

Diameter
25 cm

More than
6 cm from the edge

30 cm line
of sight

C. “Fair wear and tear” guidelines
Windscreen chipping

20 scattered chips of 3 mm Ø not concentrated

More than 20 chips or concentrated
chips or reduced driver visibility

Can be repairable if smaller than 2€ coin
in Ø not located in a position considered
unrepairable.(cf .image above)

Cracks and Scratches

Whatever the size or damage position.

C. “Fair wear and tear” guidelines
2.4 Lights
All damage on lights

Body or fixing

Glass

3.0 Working zones
Set of parts impacted by use of loading :
All damages on these parts must be appreciated with tolerance except any security risk
for users or loading.
Fasteners, welds, assemblies have to be right safe condition.
Paint removed by wear, scratches, dents are acceptable on:
n Load bearing areas
n Sill
n Tailboard
n Dropsides
n Tippers

C. “Fair wear and tear” guidelines
3.1 Welded parts
Dents and scratches are acceptable if they are not cause a risk to the user or loading.
Corrosion or perforation are not acceptable the use must safe.

3.2 Moving parts
Opening and closing must operational.

3.3 Non Factory equipment’s
The items installed must be in accordance with the local law, in good condition, and properly secured.

C. “Fair wear and tear” guidelines
4.0 Uphostery

Light Commercial Vehicle cabins is very often used by workers with soiled clothing and
with their tools.
The tolerance with soiling must be higher than for passenger cars.
The stains that can be cleaned are acceptable as usual wear.
Permanent stains or persistent bad smells are considered as damage.
Soiling and stains on seats, interior lining, floor mats or carpets, which can be removed
by general cleaning.

Panel discolouration through day-to-day usage and the wear

Seats showing wear and indentation through general usage

Holes left in the console as a result of equipment removal

Soiling and stains on seats, interior lining, floor mats or carpets, which cannot
be removed by general cleaning, but which require specialist cleaning

Cuts, abrasions, tears and damage longer > 1 cm

4.1 Seat

All damage on seats
Burn
Unstitched
Missing material

4.2 Carpet

Floor mat

Wear of carpets

Carpets burned or cut

C. “Fair wear and tear” guidelines
5.0 Wheels
The original characteristics must be respected for replaced wheels or for winter wheels.

Rims or hubcaps

Scratched

Twisted or broken

5.1 Tires
Wear acceptance

For all types of tires = > 4 mm tread deep

Remaining tread deep less < 4 mm

Sidewall damage

Damage caused by use with incorrect air pressure, hernia, bubble, cut, tear.

D. Inspection Reports
1. Content
This report must contain at least the following 3 main parts, illustrated or not by photo :
Vehicle identification
n

VIN; registration; First registration date; Brand; Model name; Commercial version; Bodycolor

State of vehicle
n Mileage; Maintenance level; Location; Date of Condition report;
Description of damage
Parts Position.
n Detailed description of Wear or damage
n

Mesurement Sizes

